ABSTRACT
A paradigm shift away from viewing evolution primarily in terms of adaptation—the “adaptationist programme” of Gould and Lewontin—began in evolutionary research more than 35 years ago, but that shift has yet to occur within evolutionary education research or within teaching standards. We review three instruments that can help education researchers and educators undertake this paradigm shift. The instruments assess how biology undergraduates understand three evolutionary processes other than natural selection: genetic drift, dominance relationships among allelic pairs, and evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo). Testing with these instruments reveals that students often explain a diversity of evolutionary mechanisms incorrectly by invoking misconceptions about natural selection. We propose that increasing the emphasis on teaching evolutionary processes other than natural selection could result in a better understanding of natural selection and a better understanding of all evolutionary processes. Finally, we propose two strategies for accomplishing this goal, interleaving natural selection with other evolutionary processes and the development of bridging analogies to describe evolutionary concepts.
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Introduction
In this “instant update,” we review a paradigm shift in evolutionary biology research away from focusing on natural selection as the default explanation for evolution. We examine three aspects of evolution other than natural selection, the traditional focus of evolution education: genetic drift, or random change in allele frequencies due to sampling error; dominance in allelic pairs, which is often misinterpreted by students to mean that dominant alleles always increase in frequency and are always selectively advantageous; and evo-devo, a set of concepts including ideas about how developmental processes influence evolution and how these developmental processes evolve. We focus on these three aspects of evolution because data have been published about how students understand them—this is not intended to be an exhaustive list of the diversity of evolutionary mechanisms. All evolutionary processes occur simultaneously in nature—for example, natural selection often favors traits that are changing through evo-devo—but experts find it useful to distinguish among them in order to understand the landscape of processes that influence an evolutionary pattern.

We review how diverse evolutionary mechanisms are treated, both in biology education research and in a sample of high school and college teaching standards. We then report on the instruments that have been developed to assess student learning of genetic drift, dominance in allelic pairs, and evo-devo. We discuss new insights gained from these tools, focusing on how students’ poor understanding of natural selection appears to affect their understanding of a diversity of evolutionary processes. Lastly, we draw on data collected with the assessment instruments to propose that we might make inroads in improving evolution instruction by increasing our emphasis on teaching a diversity of evolutionary mechanisms.

Beyond Natural Selection
Following the publication of On the Origin of Species (Darwin, 1859) and the Modern Synthesis (reviewed in Laland et al., 2014), evolutionary biologists focused a great deal of research on natural selection. However, the late 1970s and 1980s saw a dramatic shift toward acknowledging the role that other processes play (Gould & Lewontin, 1979; Nielsen, 2009; Linde-Medina & Diogo, 2014). This
shift moved evolutionary biology away from the “adaptationist programme,” the term coined by Gould and Lewontin to criticize “just so stories” that assume, but do not test, that traits are adaptive (Pigliucci & Kaplan, 2000; Nielsen, 2009). For example, Gould and Lewontin argued that the evolution of the small arms in Tyrannosaurus rex could be an artifact of the dinosaur’s large body size – that the arms grow disproportionately slowly compared with the rest of the body – rather than due to any change in forelimb function from T. rex’s ancestor. Gould and Lewontin cautioned that knowing the function of a trait does not mean that the trait arose from natural selection.

A more recent example of incorrectly inferring that a functional trait is adaptive concerns two genes (microcephalin and ASPM) that affect human brain size (reviewed in Nielsen, 2009). These genes are probably under positive selection because they have a higher rate of nonsynonymous mutations than of synonymous mutations, which suggests that changes in gene function are maintained in the population through selection (Nielsen, 2009). Researchers jumped to the adaptationist conclusion that these genes were responsible for increasing brain size and intellect in human evolution. But subsequent research tested – and cast doubt on – this adaptationist story. The variations in the genes are not associated with intellect, and the increase in brain size predicted by the genes would have occurred within the past 3000–6000 years – a time frame over which fossil evidence shows that human brain size has remained stable (Nielsen, 2009).

Today, if a trait is hypothesized to have evolved from natural selection, that hypothesis must be rigorously tested by documenting its function and also by exploring how the trait’s function has been maintained throughout evolutionary history and among many lineages (Coddington, 1988; Nielsen, 2009). Furthermore, the trait must be studied in the context of the whole organism and the many evolutionary tradeoffs that affect an individual (Linde-Medina & Diogo, 2014). Evolutionary biologists continue to debate how much biodiversity is the product of natural selection (Nielsen, 2009; Pigliucci & Muller, 2010, Laland et al., 2014). However, as Gould and Lewontin (1979) predicted, the debate now centers on the relative importance of, and interactions among, all evolutionary processes – including, but not limited to, genetic drift, evo-devo, and natural selection (Pigliucci & Muller, 2010; Laland et al., 2014).

An Adaptationist Legacy

Does Evolution Education Research Reflect Scientific Research on Evolution?

In evolutionary education, there is a well-established literature on student understanding of natural selection (e.g., Anderson et al., 2002; Gony, 2009; Nehm et al., 2012), but little has been documented about how students understand other evolutionary processes. A recent ERIC search reveals the extent to which this literature has traditionally emphasized natural selection (Table 1), with only 6% of articles addressing the other evolutionary processes that we consider in this article. However, recent studies that provide tools (concept inventories; see Appendix) for measuring student understanding of different evolutionary processes (Andrews et al., 2012, Haht et al., 2013, Perez et al., 2013, Abraham et al., 2014; Price et al., 2014) begin to document how students (mis)interpret evolutionary processes other than natural selection.

Do Science Standards Reflect Current Evolutionary Research?

To examine whether teaching standards reflect the field of evolution research by including evolutionary processes other than natural selection, we examined three sets of standards for K–12 education and one set for college: the AP standards (College Board, 2012); AAAS Project 261 (AAAS, 2000); the K–12 Framework (National Research Council, 2012); and the BioCore guide (Brownell et al., 2014), a set of learning objectives for undergraduate curricula that expands on the core concepts identified in the Vision and Change report (AAAS, 2011). Evolution is prominent in all these documents.

Evolutionary mechanisms other than natural selection are not prominent. High school standards emphasize natural selection in a way that reflects the adaptationist programme that Gould and Lewontin critiqued 35 years ago (Gould & Lewontin, 1979; Nielsen, 2009). They feature one or more statements about the importance of evolution, but with an emphasis on natural selection (e.g., “Evolution is a change in the genetic makeup of a population over time, with natural selection its major driving mechanism”; College Board, 2012, p. 8). The AAAS Project 261 includes genetic drift and natural selection, but no other evolutionary processes. The K–12 framework omits discussion of any process other than natural selection (National Research Council, 2012).

The AP standards are the only set of high school standards that we analyzed that includes even one concept from evo-devo, stating that “Developmental gene sequences have an evolutionary origin and are conserved across species, for example, HOX genes are present in genome sequences from Drosophila to humans” (College Board, 2012, p. 60). Unfortunately, this statement is followed by the claim that “Errors or changes in regulation of genes involved in development often lead to severe, detrimental and even bizarre consequences” (College Board, 2012, p. 60). This qualification undermines the core evo-devo concept that changes in the regulation of genes are an important source of evolutionary novelty (Hiatt et al., 2013).

At the college level, the BioCore Guide is more even-handed, giving equal billing to several processes that lead to evolution; for example, “Changes in allele frequencies are caused by random and nonrandom processes – specifically mutation, natural selection, gene flow, and genetic drift. Not all of these changes are adaptive” (Brownell et al., 2014, p. 206). This standard also includes one out of the six core concepts of evo-devo and has the most integration of the foundational development concepts necessary to understand evo-devo (Hiatt et al., 2013).

In contrast to the way in which genetic drift and evo-devo are treated in the standards, the treatment of dominance relationships among allelic pairs more accurately reflects the current state of genetics research (Allchin, 2005; Redfield, 2012). None of the frameworks that we analyzed referenced dominance relationships in allelic pairs specifically, although they all include basic principles of transmission genetics. A curriculum that focuses first on big-picture genomics, and then focuses on the origin of variation and the interaction between genotype and phenotype, results in a much more sophisticated, 21st-century concept of genetics (Redfield, 2012). The more traditional approach teaches Mendelian genetics, then meiosis, and then genetic properties of chromosomes. Redfield (2012) cautions that this traditional approach can inadvertently promote thinking about genetics as a black box. For example, students can take away the idea that
usually a trait is affected by only a single gene, or that a gene affects only one trait, among other inaccurate ideas about the interaction of genotype and phenotype.

Taken together, our review of the research literature and teaching standards indicate that evolution education research and instruction, unlike evolution research, is still framed by the adaptationist programme. As educators, we need to expand our scope to encompass the full complexity of evolution.

**Consequences**

Despite the fact that instructors in high school and college teach other evolutionary processes (regardless of their omission from standards documents), college students continue to oversimplify evolution: they consistently fall into the adaptationist programme by failing to recognize evolutionary processes other than natural selection (Andrews et al., 2012; Beggrow & Nehm, 2012; Hiatt et al., 2013; Perez et al., 2013; Abraham et al., 2014; Price et al., 2014). Often, they go so far as to conflate the word evolution with natural selection (Jakobi, 2010; Andrews et al., 2012; Hiatt et al., 2013; Abraham et al., 2014).

**Evolutionary Concept Inventories: Pattern & Process**

The number of concept inventories that address evolutionary topics has been growing as the utility of these tools has become more widely recognized. In addition to the groundbreaking Concept Inventory of Natural Selection (Anderson et al., 2002), instruments have been developed to assess tree-thinking (Baum et al., 2005), genetics (Bowling et al., 2008a, b; Smith et al., 2008), and macro-evolution (Nadelson & Southerland, 2010; Novick & Catley, 2012). More recently, three concept inventories were developed to help improve instruction about a diversity of evolutionary processes. These instruments measure how students understand genetic drift (GeDI; Price et al., 2014), dominance in allelic pairs (DCI; Abraham et al., 2014), and evo-devo (EvoDevoCI; Perez et al., 2013). This list of concept inventories represents only the evolutionary concept inventories of which we know – we hope that more will be developed and widely distributed to teach the true breadth of evolutionary processes. Like the Concept Inventory of Natural Selection and the genetics inventories, the new instruments on genetic drift, dominance relationships, and evo-devo focus on the process of evolution, rather than solely interpreting patterns of evolution.

**Misconceptions about Many Evolutionary Mechanisms**

One of the challenges of teaching evolution is that students can simultaneously hold accurate ideas – sometimes called “key concepts” (e.g., Nehm & Reilly, 2007; Nehm & Schonfeld, 2008; Price et al., 2014); and inaccurate ideas – sometimes referred to as “misconceptions” (Nehm & Reilly, 2007; Nehm et al., 2010; Crowther & Price, 2014; Leonard et al., 2014). Previous studies found that many of the misconceptions that students had about genetic drift, dominance, and evo-devo were related to misconceptions about natural selection (summarized in Nehm & Reilly, 2007; Gregory, 2009; Nehm et al., 2010; Table 2).

Results from the GeDI, DCI, and EvoDevoCI indicate that students rely on explanations of natural selection to the exclusion of other evolutionary mechanisms, for example either defining genetic drift as natural selection or saying that genetic drift is not evolution because it does not lead to directional change that results in an increase in fitness (Table 2). Therefore, in addition to misconceptions about their target processes, the three concept inventories that we review here incorporate misconceptions about natural selection as distractors, including the fact that students over-rely on natural selection as an explanation.

After analyzing these results, we began to wonder whether students’ understanding of natural selection impedes their understanding of these other evolutionary mechanisms. We predicted that students who performed poorly on the CIs would frequently choose distractors that described a misconception about natural selection. To test this prediction, we used data from the pertinent questions (those with distractors based on misconceptions about natural selection) of the GeDI (eight questions, N = 691; Price et al., 2014), the DCI (nine questions, N = 681–711; Abraham et al., 2014), and the EvoDevoCI (seven questions, N = 539; Perez et al., 2013). These data were obtained during the final stage of the validation process for these instruments. The CIs were typically administered in the first week of classes before receiving instruction about the topic (e.g., students who took the GeDI had not received instruction about genetic drift in that class).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Term</th>
<th>Number of Articles Found</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural selection</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic drift</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evo-devo</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant gene (or allele)b</td>
<td>33 (14)b</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*bNote that dominant allele is a more accurate description of the dominance relationship among alleles than dominant gene, despite the fact that instructional materials and the general media often refer to dominant and recessive genes (Abraham et al., 2014). We include the phrase dominant gene here because it recovered more articles than the phrase dominant allele.

*bFour articles include both dominant gene and dominant allele.

---

**Table 1.** ERIC (Education Resources Information Center, http://eric.ed.gov/) search about key evolutionary processes, performed on May 2, 2015. Search results overestimate the number of relevant articles, because they were not analyzed to determine how the topic was addressed or how instruction on the topic was recommended. Categories may overlap; N = 1075 articles.
Students Apply Misconceptions about Natural Selection to Other Evolutionary Processes

In this section, we describe the GeDI, DCI, and EvoDevoCI in detail. We discuss the format and summarize the content of each, and then we use descriptive statistics of published data to record the frequency with which students chose misconceptions about natural selection to explain the target concepts (Figure 1). We found that students who had the lowest understanding of the target concept usually chose answers that contained misconceptions about natural selection.

**Genetic Drift Inventory (GeDI)**

The GeDI (Price et al., 2014) is a true-false instrument with 22 questions in which students evaluate whether or how genetic drift is occurring in four different scenarios. The instrument focuses on four key concepts of genetic drift (Price et al., 2014), and the distractors are drawn from a series of misconceptions that undergraduate biology students hold about genetic drift (Andrews et al., 2012), such as the idea that genetic drift occurs only in small populations. The process of validating the GeDI was focused on upper-division biology majors.

We determined whether student performance on questions with distractors that inaccurately represented natural selection was the same as student performance on the overall CI. The results are consistent with our prediction: students who understood more about the evolutionary process being evaluated chose misconceptions about natural selection less frequently. However, even high-performing students sometimes chose misconceptions about natural selection as their preferred explanation.

For example, from the GeDI, we extracted answers from three true-false questions that assessed whether students held the misconception that genetic drift is natural selection/acclimation to the environment that results from a need to survive (Andrews et al., 2012). In this case, Andrews et al. (2012) found that students who held this misconception were often inaccurately defining natural selection as acclimation to the environment (Gregory, 2009; Nehm et al., 2012), so the true-false statements in the GeDI include both ways in which students expressed this misconception (Figure 1). In our sample, students chose the incorrect answer in these three questions frequently. We examined the results for these three questions to consider how students of low, medium, and high understanding of genetic drift answered them, with understanding quantified as performance on the other questions in the GeDI. We found that 67%, 70%, and 85% of the low-performing students chose the misconception on questions 5, 6, and 8; but only 39%, 60%, and 52% of the high-performing students did (Figure 1).

**Dominance Concept Inventory (DCI)**

The DCI (Abraham et al., 2014) is a 16-item instrument that uses multiple-choice and true-false questions to evaluate how students understand that Mendelian dominance and evolution are two separate processes.

**Evo-devo Concept Inventory (EvoDevoCI)**

The EvoDevoCI (Abraham et al., 2014) is a true-false instrument with 24 questions in which students evaluate whether or how evolutionary processes are occurring in four different scenarios. The instrument focuses on four key concepts of evo-devo (Abraham et al., 2014), and the distractors are drawn from a series of misconceptions that undergraduate biology students hold about evo-devo (Andrews et al., 2012), such as the idea that evo-devo occurs only in small populations. The process of validating the EvoDevoCI was focused on upper-division biology majors.

We determined whether student performance on questions with distractors that inaccurately represented natural selection was the same as student performance on the overall CI. The results are consistent with our prediction: students who understood more about the evolutionary process being evaluated chose misconceptions about natural selection less frequently. However, even high-performing students sometimes chose misconceptions about natural selection as their preferred explanation.

For example, from the EvoDevoCI, we extracted answers from three true-false questions that assessed whether students held the misconception that natural selection is always the preferred explanation, even when students are prompted to invoke more appropriate evo-devo mechanisms (Andrews et al., 2012). In this case, Andrews et al. (2012) found that students who held this misconception were often inaccurately defining natural selection as acclimation to the environment (Gregory, 2009; Nehm et al., 2012), so the true-false statements in the EvoDevoCI include both ways in which students expressed this misconception (Figure 1). In our sample, students chose the incorrect answer in these three questions frequently. We examined the results for these three questions to consider how students of low, medium, and high understanding of evo-devo answered them, with understanding quantified as performance on the other questions in the EvoDevoCI. We found that 67%, 70%, and 85% of the low-performing students chose the misconception on questions 5, 6, and 8; but only 39%, 60%, and 52% of the high-performing students did (Figure 1).

---

**Table 2. Misconceptions about natural selection that appear in concept inventories (CI) about genetic drift, dominance, and evo-devo. For extensive explanations of these misconceptions and student examples of them, see Andrews et al. (2012), Hiatt et al. (2013), and Abraham et al. (2014).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CI</th>
<th>Misconceptions about Natural Selection That Appear When Students Discuss Other Evolutionary Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genetic drift</td>
<td>Genetic drift is natural selection/acclimation to the environment that results from a need to survive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genetic drift is not evolution because it does not lead to directional change that increases fitness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural selection is always the most powerful mechanism of evolution, and it is the primary agent of evolutionary change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>Dominant alleles always increase in frequency in a population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dominance is related to the selective advantage of an allele or allelic pair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heterozygotes always have a selective advantage over other genotypes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evo-devo</td>
<td>Natural selection is always the preferred explanation, even when students are prompted to invoke more appropriate evo-devo mechanisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Characteristics that are not used by the organism are lost because they are not used, not because of the loss of maintenance selection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolution proceeds through the inheritance of acquired characteristics (not including potentially legitimate examples such as the genetic assimilation of induced phenotypes, the assimilation of learned behaviors, or inheritance of epigenetic modifications).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolutionary stasis occurs only when stabilizing or positive selection does not occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of understanding of population-level processes. For example, attributing evolutionary adaptation, the population-level process, to an individual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
concepts. As has been documented in The American Biology Teacher and elsewhere, students often mistakenly assume that a dominant allele will be most common (Collins & Stewart, 1989; Heim, 1991; Donovan, 1997; Allchin, 2000), that it will increase in frequency (e.g., Allchin, 2000; Christensen, 2000), and that it is selectively advantageous (e.g., Heim, 1991; Allchin, 2000). The DCI also addresses the misconception that heterozygotic allelic pairs are selectively advantageous (Abraham et al., 2014). The validation process for the DCI included students in both introductory and advanced biology classes.

Because the DCI measures students’ ability to distinguish dominance from natural selection, their performance on the CI has to be related to their ability to recognize misconceptions about natural selection. Here, we depict data from three of the true-false questions that assessed whether students held the misconception that dominant alleles always increase in frequency in a population (Abraham et al., 2014). They are true-false questions asking whether a dominant allele will necessarily increase in frequency, whether a recessive allele will decrease in frequency, and whether a recessive allele will necessarily go extinct. The EvoDevoCI questions assess the misconception that natural selection is always the preferred explanation, even when students are prompted to invoke more appropriate evo-devo mechanisms (Perez et al., 2013) for three different evo-devo concepts.

The EvoDevoCI (Perez et al., 2013) is an 11-item multiple-choice instrument with vignettes that address five core concepts of evo-devo and the misconceptions associated with them (Hiatt et al., 2013). For example, when asked to reason about the idea that small changes in regulatory genes can lead to large changes in phenotype, students often incorrectly state that phenotypic change can occur only when genes appear or disappear in the genome. The validation process for the EvoDevoCI included a broad range of college students, from freshmen through seniors, for life sciences majors as well as nonmajors.

From the EvoDevoCI, we extracted answers from three of the multiple-choice questions that assessed whether students held the misconception that natural selection is always the preferred explanation, even when students are prompted to invoke more appropriate evo-devo mechanisms (Table 2). When we examined the results for these questions separately, we found that 46%, 39%, and 27% of the low-performing students chose this misconception on questions 6, 7, and 11, respectively; 34%, 12%, and 9% of the high-performing students did (Figure 1). These questions covered different evo-devo concepts, including that evolution can occur by changes in gene regulation, that mutations which are less pleiotropic (have fewer roles in development) are more likely to evolve, and that developmental variation (rather than simple phenotypic variation) is part of the raw material of natural selection. In general, students with greater understanding of evo-devo concepts.
chose the natural selection misconception less often (11%, 27%, and 17% less).

In a recent article in The American Biology Teacher, Kampourakis and Minelli (2014, p. 493) argue that “evolution makes more sense in light of development.” They go on to propose the intriguing hypothesis that learning evo-devo provides a way for students to confront their misconceptions about evolution, specifically teleology and essentialism (Hiatt et al., 2013; Kampourakis & Minelli, 2014). Our data seem to support this hypothesis, because students with a greater understanding of evo-devo chose this misconception about natural selection less often. However, 76% of the students who took the EvoDevoCI did so during the first week of introductory-level courses, without having received any college-level instruction about evo-devo. Thus, for this population of students, it seems a stretch to argue that their understanding of evo-devo improves their understanding of natural selection. A stronger test of Kampourakis and Minelli’s (2014) prediction would include pretesting and posttesting using the EvoDevoCI in courses that had a significant component of evo-devo.

○ Implications for Teaching

This analysis of student performance on CIs about genetic drift, dominance concepts, and evo-devo leads us to a conclusion that needs to be explored further. Many students do not recognize different evolutionary processes – to them, all evolution occurs through natural selection (Andrews et al., 2012; Hiatt et al., 2013; Price et al., 2014). The additional description of the data presented here suggests that many of the challenges students have with learning natural selection are actually challenges about evolution more broadly. Our data demonstrate that students with greater conceptual understanding of a diversity of evolutionary mechanisms display fewer misconceptions about natural selection. Therefore, we propose that a straightforward way to improve understanding of evolution may be to shift the focus of evolution teaching to better balance natural selection with other mechanisms of evolution (for discussion of evo-devo, see Kampourakis & Minelli, 2014).

This proposal is consistent with an idea from educational psychology called interleaving (reviewed in Rohrer, 2012), which argues that switching between facets of a topic and iteratively revisiting those different facets results in better, long-term learning (e.g., natural selection, dominance in allelic pairs, evo-devo, mutation, genetic drift; then starting again with natural selection). On the other hand, blocking, in which one facet is the focus of many consecutive lessons (e.g., natural selection, natural selection, natural selection; then dominance, dominance, dominance; and so on), leads to short-term learning. Our review of teaching standards and the search results of the literature in Table 1 illustrate that, in evolutionary education, teachers have used blocking more than interleaving and focused on natural selection to the detriment of students’ understanding of other evolutionary concepts. We predict that interleaving the teaching of evolutionary mechanisms – including but not limited to natural selection, genetic drift, dominance relationships, and evo-devo – within courses and across curricula will be a strong strategy for success.

Another idea from education research – here borrowing from physics education – is the bridging analogy (Clement, 1993; Singer et al., 2012). In this pedagogical strategy, students begin with a scenario that is both accurate and intuitive. Clement’s goal was for students to understand that, when a book rests on a table, the table exerts a force on the book. The intuitive concept is that the book exerts a force on the table, but not vice versa. However, if a book rests on a spring, the students intuitively understand that the book exerts a force on the spring, because the spring collapses. Then Clement showed students a book resting on a thin piece of wood that bent under the book’s weight. The thin piece of wood bridges students from thinking of a spring to thinking about a table, because it has properties of both. So, when students reached the target concept and identified the forces exerted on a book resting on a table, they more readily understood the forces exerted by the table.

Developing bridging analogies for evolution education can help us reframe challenges to focus on how to move students from their intuitive concepts to a variety of target concepts. Historically, we have focused on students’ misconceptions about evolution, emphasizing why their concepts are incorrect but not the aspects of intuition that provide building blocks for more expert understanding (Maskiewicz & Lineback, 2013). The fact that students apply many of their misconceptions about natural selection to explain other evolutionary processes has an optimistic implication: since there are many different target concepts, there is the potential to develop many different bridging analogies to highlight different aspects of evolution. In evolutionary biology, we know the intuitive concepts that students begin with, and we know the target concepts that are our goals. Our challenge is to identify the bridging analogies.

Students more thoroughly exposed to a diversity of evolutionary processes can use these additional contexts to understand evolution. This strategy may be particularly appropriate for students who are having the hardest time understanding a diversity of evolutionary processes (low- and mid-level performers; Figure 1). We propose that refocusing our teaching to more equally include a diversity of evolutionary processes could result in a better understanding of natural selection and a better understanding of all evolutionary processes.
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Concept inventories (CIs) are tools used to understand how different populations of students think and to compare the efficacy of different teaching strategies (Smith & Tanner, 2010). Instructors can use them to gauge which misconceptions are prevalent in their classes (Nehm & Schonfeld, 2008; Smith & Tanner, 2010) and then choose the techniques that are most effective for their unique groups of students (D’Avanzo, 2008).

Because CIs are usually forced-response instruments, typically multiple-choice or true-false, instructors can use them to rapidly assess conceptual understanding of evolution in large numbers of students. They can usually be completed quickly, in about 15–30 minutes of class or homework time, and they can be scored quickly as well.

Each question in a CI targets a key concept and one or more common misconceptions – inaccuracies that students have about a concept (Crowther & Price, 2014) and that reflect where their understanding begins. The term misconceptions has been controversial, because to some it ignores or diminishes the value of the students’ prior knowledge (Maskiewicz & Lineback, 2013; Crowther & Price, 2014; Leonard et al., 2014). Nonetheless, we feel that the term is an easy-to-understand description of how inaccuracies can inhibit mastery of a key concept.

The answer choices in CIs that contain misconceptions are often called distractors (D’Avanzo, 2008; Smith & Tanner, 2010). If these responses are chosen, it indicates that students retain inaccurate, non-expert-like thinking. By looking at students’ responses, instructors can assess whether students in their classes have persistent difficulties with a particular concept (e.g., Smith & Knight, 2012).

At first glance, CIs seem like exams, but they are actually quite different (D’Avanzo, 2008). First, the language used in the questions and answers is carefully vetted to ensure that the instrument assesses concepts rather than vocabulary. This vetting involves several rounds of interviews and surveys across diverse student populations (Adams & Wieman, 2011). Second, the distractors are carefully chosen to highlight common misconceptions; the question juxtaposes accurate understanding with inaccurate understanding, so students must decide which perspective makes the most sense to them. Third, they are intended to be used for formative, rather than only summative, assessment; instructors can use the results to adjust their approach to teaching (D’Avanzo, 2008).

Recently, the kinds of tools available for rapidly assessing student understanding of evolution have been increasing. Nehm and colleagues have developed an open-ended instrument for assessing students’ short explanations of natural selection occurring under different conditions (Nehm et al., 2012). They have released the “EvoGrader,” a web-based portal that automatically scores students’ essays about natural selection (Moharreri et al., 2014). Nehm’s work is a glimpse into a future when we have instruments for assessing students’ understanding of a breadth of evolutionary processes in a variety of contexts.

Various CIs now exist for undergraduate biology education (archived at Fisher & Williams, 2014), and AAAS houses assessment questions for high school students (AAAS, 2015), among which are increasing numbers of CIs about evolution (see Fisher & Williams, 2014). However, more CIs are necessary to assess the breadth of evolutionary processes about which students learn.

**Appendix. Concept Inventories – What Are They & How Can We Use Them to Improve Instruction?**

Concept inventories (CIs) are tools used to understand how different populations of students think and to compare the efficacy of different teaching strategies (Smith & Tanner, 2010). Instructors can use them to gauge which misconceptions are prevalent in their classes (Nehm & Schonfeld, 2008; Smith & Tanner, 2010) and then choose the techniques that are most effective for their unique groups of students (D’Avanzo, 2008).

Because CIs are usually forced-response instruments, typically multiple-choice or true-false, instructors can use them to rapidly assess conceptual understanding of evolution in large numbers of students. They can usually be completed quickly, in about 15–30 minutes of class or homework time, and they can be scored quickly as well.

Each question in a CI targets a key concept and one or more common misconceptions – inaccuracies that students have about a concept (Crowther & Price, 2014) and that reflect where their understanding begins. The term misconceptions has been controversial, because to some it ignores or diminishes the value of the students’ prior knowledge (Maskiewicz & Lineback, 2013; Crowther & Price, 2014; Leonard et al., 2014). Nonetheless, we feel that the term is an easy-to-understand description of how inaccuracies can inhibit mastery of a key concept.

The answer choices in CIs that contain misconceptions are often called distractors (D’Avanzo, 2008; Smith & Tanner, 2010). If these responses are chosen, it indicates that students retain inaccurate, non-expert-like thinking. By looking at students’ responses, instructors can assess whether students in their classes have persistent difficulties with a particular concept (e.g., Smith & Knight, 2012).

At first glance, CIs seem like exams, but they are actually quite different (D’Avanzo, 2008). First, the language used in the questions and answers is carefully vetted to ensure that the instrument assesses concepts rather than vocabulary. This vetting involves several rounds of interviews and surveys across diverse student populations (Adams & Wieman, 2011). Second, the distractors are carefully chosen to highlight common misconceptions; the question juxtaposes accurate understanding with inaccurate understanding, so students must decide which perspective makes the most sense to them. Third, they are intended to be used for formative, rather than only summative, assessment; instructors can use the results to adjust their approach to teaching (D’Avanzo, 2008).

Recently, the kinds of tools available for rapidly assessing student understanding of evolution have been increasing. Nehm and colleagues have developed an open-ended instrument for assessing students’ short explanations of natural selection occurring under different conditions (Nehm et al., 2012). They have released the “EvoGrader,” a web-based portal that automatically scores students’ essays about natural selection (Moharreri et al., 2014). Nehm’s work is a glimpse into a future when we have instruments for assessing students’ understanding of a breadth of evolutionary processes in a variety of contexts.

Various CIs now exist for undergraduate biology education (archived at Fisher & Williams, 2014), and AAAS houses assessment questions for high school students (AAAS, 2015), among which are increasing numbers of CIs about evolution (see Fisher & Williams, 2014). However, more CIs are necessary to assess the breadth of evolutionary processes about which students learn.